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Abstract
Numerical derivatives are often used in computing an estimate of the asymptotic variance, and
in numerical optimization routines for computing statistical estimators. This paper examines
the statistical properties of these procedures. First, we propose the use of higher order deriva-
tives which reduces bias analogously to the use of higher order kernel functions. Second, we
give weak conditions on the sequenc of the step size for obtaining consistent estimators of the
asymptotic variance. We also study the optimal step size choice when numerical derivatives are
used for computing the asymptotic variance. Third, we study the properties of M-estimators
that are based on dierentiating the objective function numerically. We give conditions under
which the numerical derivative estimator is consistent and asymptotically normal. We nd that
for cases when the convergence rate is nonstandard, the use of numerical derivatives translates
the nonstandard parametric M estimation problem into a standard nonparametric estimation
problem for which the estimator converges at nonparametric rate to a limiting normal distri-
bution. This result can be applied to a range of nonstandard estimation problem including the
maximum score estimator.
JEL Classication: C14; C52
Keywords: Numerical derivative, entropy condition, stochastic equicontinuity
1 Introduction
Many econometric estimators are based either on the maximization of a random sample objective
function or on nding the zero of a sample rst order condition. Many of the sample objective
functions and rst order conditions are not smooth in the parameters. For these models, numerical
derivatives are often extensively used in obtaining the estimator itself using gradient based optimizers
and root nders. Even in models where the sample objective function and rst order condition are
smooth in the parameters, their derivatives are often complex enough to calculate analytically.
Empirical researchers often rely on numerical dierentiation, either explicitly or implicitly through
the use of software routines, to computer the estimator.
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Once the estimator is obtained, its asymptotic variance also depends on the Jacobian and the Hessian
of the sample objective function. While sometimes they can be evaluated analytically, most of the
time numerical dierentiation is required to compute the asymptotic variance. This is true for both
parametric, nonparametric and semiparametric models.
For example, recent work by Ackerberg, Chen, and Hahn (2009) demonstrates the asymptotic equiv-
alence between an estimator for the asymptotic variance of a semiparametric two step estimator that
is based on assuming that the model is purely parametric, and a variety of estimators that are based
on knowledge of the form of the limiting distribution. However, their paper assumes that the both
the derivative with respect to the nite dimensional parameter and the functional derivative with
respect to the rst stage nonparametric function are known analytically. This often is not the case
in many complex models in empirical works. Often times the derivatives with respect to both the
nite dimensional parameters and the rst stage nonparametric function can only be computed
numerically based on a choice of a step size by the researcher.
The importance of numerical derivatives has not gone unnoticed in econometrics. Newey and Mc-
Fadden (1994) provided sucient conditions for using numerical derivatives to estimate consistently
the asymptotic variance in a parametric model. In this paper we extend their work to develop con-
ditions under which numerical derivative based asymptotic variances for semiparametric estimators
are consistent, and under which numerical derivative based optimization methods deliver consistent
and asymptotic normal parameter estimates. These conditions require that step size used in the
numerical derivative has to converge to zero at specic rates when the sample size increases to in-
nity. We show that conditions required for the consistency of the asymptotic variance and for the
convergence of the estimator itself are dierent.
For variance estimation, the precise rates depend on the tradeo between the variance and the bias in
the rst stage nonparametric estimator, and on the smoothness properties of the moment functions.
For smooth models, choosing a smaller step size can only be benecial in reducing the asymptotic
bias. However, the asymptotic bias will be dominated by the statistical noise once it falls below
a certain threshold. For nonsmooth models, however, we analyze the optimal choice of the step
size parameter in order to obtain the best convergence of the asymptotic variance estimator to the
corresponding asymptotic variance.
Our results for the use of numerical derivative in obtaining extreme estimators also depends on
the structure of the model. For smooth models, the step size is required to convergence to zero
at a suciently fast rate so that it does not interfere with the regular asymptotic distribution.
For nonsmooth model, the use of numerical derivative typically translates a nonstandard parametric
estimation problem into a nonparametric problem in which the estimator converges at nonparametric
rate to a regular limiting normal distribution.
For both variance estimation and numerical derivative based optimization estimators, we nd that
the use of higher order derivatives helps to reduce bias and improve the rate of convergence. Higher3
order numerical derivatives are intuitively closely related to higher order kernels in nonparametric
density estimation, although the technical implementations are dierent.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 discusses the estimation of the asymptotic
variance. Section 2 studies numerical based optimization estimators. Section 3 presents monte carlo
simulation results for both variance estimation and numerical optimization. Section 4 concludes.
2 Asymptotic variance estimation
2.1 Numerical derivative and asymptotic variance
We present our analysis in the context of a general conditional moment model of the form of
m(;h();z) = E [(y;;h())jz] = 0;
which includes nite dimensional parameters  and innite dimensional parameters h(). This setup
includes the unconditional moment as a special case when z is a constant. Because the moment
condition m() can be multi-dimensional, this setup also includes two step and multi-step step
estimators, when some of the moment conditions corresponding to initial stage estimators only
depend on the innite dimensional functions h(). Semiparametric estimators for this general model
and their asymptotic distributions are studied extensively in the literature in a sequence of papers
including Chen and Shen (1998), Ai and Chen (2003) and Chen and Pouzo (2009). In some models,
m() depends only on the value of h at the point of y. In some other models, such as in dynamic
discrete choice models and dynamic games, m() may depend on the entire function of h in complex
ways.
The sieve approach approximates the unknown function h() using a parametric function whose
dimension increases to innity. For example, if h(y) =
1 P
k=0
kq(k)(y), the class of approximating
functions Hn takes the form of hn (y) =
n P
k=0
kq(k)(y) when n is the number of sieve terms. Ai and
Chen (2003) proposes a semiparametric GMM estimator that essentially takes the form of

^ ;^ h

= arg min
2;h2Hn
n X
i=1
^ m(;h;z) ^ (z)
 1 ^ m(;h;z);
where ^ m(;h;z) is a consistent nonparametric estimator of the conditional expection function
m(;h;z) that is usually also based on a series projection of least square regression of (y;;h())
on an increasing sequence of functions of z. ^ (z) is a consistent estimate of (z) which is dened
as (z) = E

(y; 0; h0())(y; 0; h0())
0 jz

. They show that the asymptotic variance for ^  de-
pends on the functional derivative of the moment conditions with respect to the nite and innite
dimensional parameters  = (;h).
For any w 2 H, denote by
dm(Z;)
dh [w] the functional derivative of m(Z;) with respect to the h4
component in the w direction. Let w 
 
w
1;:::;w
d

, where w
j is the solution to
min
wj2  W
E

dm(Z;)
dj
 
dm(Z;)
dh
[wj]
0
(Z)
 1

dm(Z;)
dj
 
dm(Z;)
dh
[wj]
0
:
Furthermore dene
Dw (Z) 
dm(Z;0)
d0  
dm(Z;0)
dh
[w];
in which
dm(Z;0)
dh
(w) =

dm(Z;0)
dh
(w
1);:::;
dm(Z;0)
dh
(w
1)

:
Then the asymptotic variance for
p
n

^    

is given by V = A 1BA 1. for
A = EfDw (Z)
0 (Z)
 1 Dw (Z)g; and B = EfDw (Z)
0 (Z)
 1 0 (Z)(Z)
 1 Dw (Z)g;
Ai and Chen (2003) also suggest that a consistent estimate of the asymptotic variance can be formed
by replacing w with ^ w, which minimizes the following sample analog with respect to wj 2  Wn:
n X
i=1

d^ m(Z; ^ )
dj
 
d^ m(Z; ^ )
dh
[wj]
0
^ (Z)
 1

d^ m(Z; ^ )
dj
 
d^ m(Z; ^ )
dh
[wj]
0
:
Then ^ A
p
 ! A and ^ B
p
 ! B, where ^ A = 1
n
Pn
i=1 ^ D ^ w (Zi)
0 ^ (Zi)
 1 ^ D ^ w (Zi), and
^ B =
1
n
n X
i=1
^ D ^ w (Zi)
0 ^ (Zi)
 1 ^ 0 (Zi) ^ (Zi)
 1 ^ D ^ w (Zi):
Ackerberg, Chen, and Hahn (2009) further shows that this method of estimating the asymptotic
variance for ^  is equivalent to treating the entire estimation procedure for  as parametric and
reading o the variance of ^  from the upper-left block of the entire asymptotic variance-covariance
matrix of ^  =

^ ;^ hn

.
However, in many practical estimation problems, the derivatives of
d ^ m(Z;^ )
dj and
d ^ m(Z;^ )
dh [wj] do not
have analytic solutions and have to be evaluated numerically. The rst goal of this paper is to
consider using numerical approximation for Dw (z) at the estimated parameters in estimating the
asymptotic variance. For a function g () of an univariate parameter , we use L
j;pg () to denote
the jth derivative of g () constructed numerically using step size  and a pth order central formula
for p  1. We are mostly concerned with rst derivatives where j = 1. In general, L
j;pg () takes
the form of
L
j;pg () =
1
j
p X
l= p
clg ( + l):5
For example, when j = 1 and p = 1, c1 = 1, c 1 =  1, therefore, L
1;1g () =
g(+) g( )
2 . On the
other hand, for j = 1 and p = 2, c1 = 1=12, c 1 =  1=12, c2 =  2=3, c 2 = +2=3, therefore
L
1;2g () =
 g (   2") + 8g (   ")   8g ( + ") + g ( + 2")
12"
:
It can be shown that in general the central numerical jth derivative of order p can reduce approxi-
mation error up to the order of 2p: L
j;pg ()   g(j) () = O
 
2p
. In addition to central numerical
derivative, left and right numerical derivatives can also be dened analogously. Since they generally
have larger approximation errors than central numerical derivatives, we will restrict most attention
to central derivatives.
Ususally a semiparametric model has both a parametric and a nonparametric component. A central
rst numerical derivative can be used to form an estimate of the jth component of Dw (Zi)
0 in the
asymptotic variance formula:
e Dj
w(Zi) =
1
n
p X
l= p
cl ^ m

Z; ^  + lej"n;^ h()

 
1
n
p X
l= p
cl ^ m

Zi; ^ ;^ h() + ln wj()

:
where "n and n are the relevant step sizes for the numerical derivatives with respect to the nite
and innite-dimensional parameters, and ej is a vector with all entries equal to zero other than
entry j. In general the step sizes n and n can be chosen dierently for dierent elements of the
parametric and nonparametric components. It might also be possible to adapt the equal distance
grid to a variable distance grid so that nl diers for each l. In addition both the step size and
the grid distance can also be made to be dependent on the observations and data driven. These
possibilities are left for future research.
The rest of this section is concerned with the quality of this approximation. Section 2:2 gives
conditions on the step size and other regularity conditions under which the numerical asymptotic
variance estimate is consistent. Section 2.3 discusses the optimal choice of the step size parameter.
2.2 Consistency of asymptotic variance estimate
We give sucient conditions under which the numerical derivatives are consistent uniform estimates
of the limiting derivative functions. While the moment function (y;;h()) can be non-smooth.
We assume that the conditional moment m(z; ; h()) has a mean-square representation in L
2 (
), a
norm that is generated by the L2-norm with respect to the distribution of x. For the nonparametric
component of the parameter set h(), we consider the functional derivative in the Gateaux sense.
This means that for a perturbed function ht = h + t along a particular choice of direction  2 H,
the derivative is dened with respect to t as a scalar parameter.
ASSUMPTION 1. For a linear operator p;p1;p2[]p1 that is p1th linear in  and satises
E
h
kp;p1;hp2[]p1 (   0)
p2k
2i
< 1;6
and is linear in each argument, i.e., 2;;h[t](   0) = t2;;h[](   0), the following approxi-
mation holds at (0;h0):
E
 

m(z; ; h())   1 (   0)   1h[]   :::  
X
k1+k2=k
p;p1;hp2[]p1 (   0)
p2
 


2
= o

kk
2p
L2 + k   0k2p

:
Next we impose an assumption on the rate of convergence of the nonparametric conditional moment
estimate. Dene U as a neighborhood of 0;h0 with radius : U = f;h() : jj  0jj < ;jh() 
h0 ()j < g.
ASSUMPTION 2. For some k 2 N, k  1=2, uniformly in z 2 Z, as  ! 0,
sup
(;h())2U
n1=k kb m(z; ; h())   m(z; ; h())   b m(z; 0; h0())k
1 + n1=kkb m(z; ; h())k + n1=kkm(z; ; h())k
= op(1);
For unconditional moment models, typically k = 1=2. For conditional moment models, k < 1=2.
The particular rate will depend on the method and the choice of the tuning parameters used in the
estimation procedure.
In addition, the parametric component of the model is assumed to converge at the usual
p
n rate,
while the functional component is assumed to converge at a slower nonparametric rate.
ASSUMPTION 3. For k1 < 1=2, n1=k1

 ^ h()   h0()

  = Op(1); and n1=2

 ^    0

  = Op(1).
A simple suciency result for the consistency of the numerical derivative estimate is given in the
following.
THEOREM 1. Under assumptions 1, 2 and 3, if "n n1=maxfk;k1g ! 1, "n ! 0, n n1=maxfk;k1g !
1, n ! 0, then supz2Z j ~ Dw (z)   Dw (z)j
p
 ! 0.
The proof of the consistency theorem follows closely the arguments in the literature, e.g. Newey
and McFadden (1994) and Powell (1984). The basic idea in the consistency argument is that while
the step size should converge to zero to eliminate the bias, it should converge slowly so that the
noise in the parameter estimation and in estimating the moment condition should not dominate the
step size. In a parametric model, both the noise in the parameter estimation and in estimating the
moment condition is of the order of 1=
p
n. Therefore as shown in Newey and McFadden (1994)
and Powell (1984), suciency will hold if 1=
p
n << n. The extension of this argument to the
semiparametric case is straightforward. The dierence is that now the converge rates for both the
(innite-dimensional) parameters and the conditional moment equation are slower than 1=
p
n and
therefore imposes a more strigent requirement on rate at which n is allowed to converge to zero.
Interestingly, even for the numerical derivative of the parametric component, the step size is also7
conned by the slower convergence rate of the innite dimensional element. However, as we will see
in the next section, the sucient conditions which are modelled after Newey and McFadden (1994)
and Powell (1984) turn out to be too strong, because of the cancellation of both the bias and the
variance in dierent components of the numerical derivative estimator.
2.3 Rates of Convergence
In this section we derive weaker conditions on the step size for consistent estimation of the variance
and also investigate conditions on the step size to improve the rate of convergence of the variance
estimator. While the intuition is similar, we consider the parametric and semiparametric cases
separately because the notations are very dierent in these two cases.
2.3.1 The parametric case
To x ideas, consider a parametric unconditional moment model dened by the sample and popula-
tion moment conditions: ^ g () = 1
n
Pn
i=1 g (Zi;) and g () = Eg (Zi;) where g () = 0 if and only
if  = 0. The goal is to estimate G =
@g(0)
@ using L
n
1;p^ g

^ 

.
Note that the following decomposition holds: L
n
1;p^ g

^ 

  G = ^ G1 + ^ G2 + G3 + G4, where
G1 =
h
L
n
1;p^ g

^ 

  L
n
1;pg

^ 
i
 

L
n
1;p^ g (0)   L
n
1;pg (0)

and
G2 = L
n
1;p^ g (0)   L
n
1;pg (0)
and
G3 = L
n
1;pg

^ 

  L
n
1;pg (0); G4 = L
n
1;pg (0)   G:
In the following we will call G1 the stochastic residual term, G2 the variance term, G3 the random
bias term and and G4 the mean bias term. As we will see, the rst and third terms G1 and G3 are
of equal or smaller orders of magnitude than the other two terms. Therefore the optimal choice of
 will be determined by the tradeo between the variance term G2 and the bias term G4. First we
state some high level assumptions that control the bias and the variation of the terms in G.
ASSUMPTION 4. A pth order mean value expansion applies to the limiting function g () at 0.
There exist k-linear operators g(k) []
k :  7! Rd up to order p depending on the point 0 such that
for all  2 (   0; d), d(;0)  M < 1 and for suciently small ",
 

 
g (0 + ")  
p X
k=0
"k
k!
g(k) []
k
 

 
2
= O
 
"2
;
where  > 0.8
ASSUMPTION 5. Dene G() = 1 p
n
Pn
i=1 (g (Zi;)   g ()). There exists some  > 0, such that
for all  suciently small,
E sup
d(1;2)<;d(1;0)<;d(2;0)<
jG(1)   G(2)j . n ();
for functions n () such that  7! n ()= is decreasing for some  > 0 and   1.
Assumption 5 is modelled after but generalizes Theorem 3.2.5 in Van der Vaart and Wellner (1996),
which instead requires that
E sup
d(;0)<
jG(1)   G(2)j . n (): (2.1)
Obviously assumption 5 implies condition 2.1 as a special case. For i.i.d data, the tail bounds
method used in Van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) to compute condition 2.1 can be applied with
minimal modications to obtain assumption 5. In particular, dene a class of functions M
 =
fg (Zi;1) g (Zi;2);d(1;2)  ;d(1;0) < ;d(2;0) < g. Then assumption 5, which requires
bounding E
PjjGnjjM
, can be obtained by invoking the maximum inequalities in Theorems 2.14.1
and 2.14.2 in Van der Vaart and Wellner (1996). These inequalities provide that for M
 an envelope
function of the class of functions M
,
E
PjjGnjjM
 . J (1;M
)

P (M
)
2
1=2
;
E
PjjGnjjM
 . J[] (1;M
;L2 (P))

P (M
)
2
1=2
;
where J (1;M
) and J[] (1;M
;L2 (P)) are the uniform and bracketing entropy integrals dened in
section 2.14.1 of Van der Vaart and Wellner (1996), and are generically nite for parametric class of
functions. Therefore n () depends mostly on the variance of the envelope functions

P (M
)
2
1=2
.
But the computation of the envelope function M
 is essentially identical to the envelope function
M used for the class M = fg (Zi;)   g (Zi;0);d(;0)  g in establishing (2.1). Therefore we
expect assumption 5 to hold whenever (2.1) holds.
ASSUMPTION 6. A CLT holds: As n ! 1 and n ! 0, for each collection of (t1;:::;tk),

G(0 + tjn)   G(0   tjn)


n
;j = 1;:::;k

d  ! N (0;
):
The convergence rate  in assumption 6 is consistent with the bound on the modulus of continuity
in assumption 5. For i.i.d data, it follows from the same envelope condition M
 for bounding the
class M
. The central limit theorem required in assumption 6 follows from verifying the Linderberg
condition and using the Cramer-Rao device if we make the additional assumption that
V ar

g (Zi;0 + tjn)   g (Zi;0   tjn)


n
;j = 1;:::;k

 ! :9
THEOREM 2. Under assumptions 4 and 5, if ^   0 = Op (n ) for  > 0, then L
1;p^ g

^ 

p
 ! G
as long as n ! 0 and n2 2
n ! 1. In addition, when  < 1, provided that   1
1 +2, the best
rate of convergence between L
1;p^ g

^ 

and G is achieved when n = O
 
n 1=(1 +2)
in which case
jjL
1;p^ g

^ 

  Gjj = O

n
  2
1 +2

:
Remark When  < 1, as long as at least a central two sided derivative is used,   1, the
parametric rate of convergence  = 1=2 is allowed. For smooth models, in which generally  = 1,
there is no tradeo between the variance and the bias, in which case the smaller the step size , the
smaller the bias term. However, in this case the order of the root mean square is bounded from
below by the variance term of O(1=
p
n) for suciently smaller n.
Example Consider the simple quantile case where the moment condition is dened by m(zi;) =
1(zi  )   . In this case the numerical derivative estimate of the density of zi at  is given by
1
n
n X
i=1
1

zi  ^  + 

  1

zi  ^    

2
:
This is basically the uniform kernel estimate of the density of zi at :
^ f

^    0

=
1
n
n X
i=1
1
2
1
 
jzi   ^ j

 1
!
=
1
n
n X
i=1
1
2
1
0
@
jzi   0  

^    0

j

 1
1
A:
The consistency conditions given in Powell (1984) and Newey and McFadden (1994), both of which
require
p
n ! 1, are too strong. The intuition reason for this is because under this condition, the
second part of the estimation noise due to ^    0,
^  0
h , will vanish. However, for the purpose of
consistency this is not necessary. Note that ^ f (x) is uniformly consistent for f (x) for x in a shrinking
neighborhood of 0. Since ^    0
p
 ! 0, it is clear that
^ f

^    0

p
 ! f (0) = fz (0):
3 Numerical gradient-based extremum estimators
In the previous section we study the use of numerical derivative in computing the standard errors,
taking as given a consistent estimator of the parameters. In the current section, we analyze instead
the use of numerical derivatives in obtaining the estimator itself in the rst place, in the context of
M-estimators where the objective functions may be dicult to dierentiate analytically.
Consider the problem of estimating parameter 0 in a metric space (; d) with the metric d.
The true parameter 0 is assumed to uniquely maximize the limiting objective function Q() =
Eg (Zi;). A consistent M-estimator ^  of 0 is typically dened as ^  = argmax2 ^ Q(), where10
^ Q() = 1
n
Pn
i=1 g (Zi;). However, in practice, most sample objective functions ^ Q() can not be
optimized analytically and most of the time they are optimized through numerical computation.
The optimization routine often uses numerical derivatives are often used explicitly or implicitly. In
this section we show that the use of numerical dierentiation can sometimes lead to a dierent sta-
tistical model from the usually dened M-estimators. In particular, while for smooth models the use
of numerical dierentiation does not aect the asymptotic distribution under suitable conditions on
the sequence of step sizes, for nonsmooth models numerical derivative based estimator can translate
a nonstandard parametric model into a nonparametric model.
To x ideas we consider ^  dened by jjL
n
1;p ^ Qn

^ 

jj = op

1 p
n

. The zeros of the rst order condition
are not required to be exact to accomodate nonsmooth models. Most numerical optimization software
uses p = 2, corresponding to ^ D
n

^ 

 L
1;2Qn

^ 

= op

1 p
n

. The cases with p  2 denes a more
general class of estimators that will have smaller asymptotic bias in nonsmooth models.
3.1 Consistency
The rst step is to provide consistency of ^ . We impose the following identication assumption.
ASSUMPTION 7. The map  7! Rk dened by D() = @
@E [g (zi;)] is identied at 0 2 . In
other words from lim
n!1kD(n)k = 0 it follows that lim
n!1kn   0k = 0 for any sequence n 2 .
The next assumption maintains suitable measurability requirements.
ASSUMPTION 8. The parameter space  has a compact cover. For each n, there exists a
countable subset Tn   such that
P

sup
2
inf
02Tn
kg (Zi;)   g (Zi;0)k2 > 0

= 0:
This assumption allows us to consider the moments dened by discontinuous functions. In general,
this condition states that the values of the moment function on the parameter space  can be
approximated arbitrarily well (with probability one) by its values on a countable subset of . If the
moment function is continuous, it trivially satises this condition.
For the purpose of consistency we need to assure appropriate behavior of the sample objective
function uniformly over the parameter space. The assumptions stated here are necessarily stronger
than those in the consistent variance estimation section, because now uniformity is required to hold
across the parameter space instead of across only a small neighborhood of the true parameter value.
ASSUMPTION 9. The parameter space  is compact. The data is i.i.d. Furthermore,
sup
2;z2Z
jjg (Zi; + )   g (Zi;   )jj < C2 1; for  small enough:
Assumption 4 is required to hold uniformly across  2 . In addition, for all  suciently small,
sup
2
V ar

g (Zi; + )   g (Zi;   )


n

< 1:11
While part of this assumption is arguably very strong, it is only required for invoking an exponential
inequality in obtaining the uniform convergence rate. Any alternative assumption that will validate
an exponential inequality can substitute. The rst condition can be seen easily satised for functions
that are Holder continuous with Holder index , since  . 2 1, and for the indicator function.
The next assumption further strengthens assumption 5.
ASSUMPTION 10. For all suciently small ,
E sup
d(1;2)<;12;22
jG(1)   G(2)j . n ();
for functions n () such that  7! n ()= is decreasing for some   1=2 and   1.
While this is seemingly stronger than assumption 5, it should hold for the same reasoning in the
remarks following assumption 5. Now we are ready to state a consistency theorem.
THEOREM 3. Under assumptions 7, 8, 9 and 10, as long as  ! 0 and n
2 2
log n ! 1,
sup
2
jjL
1;p ^ Q()   G()jj = op (1):
Consequently, ^ 
p
 ! 0 if jjL
1;p ^ Q

^ 

jj = op (1) and if G() = 0 uniquely at  = 0.
3.2 Rate of Convergence and Asymptotic Distribution
Next, we establish the rate of convergence and the asymptotic distribution of the numerical derivative
based M-estimator. We provide the following general result.
THEOREM 4. Suppose ^ 
p
 ! 0 and L
1;p ^ Q

^ 

= op

1 p
n1 

. Under assumption 5, if
n2 2=logn ! 1
and
p
n + = O(1), then
p
n1 d

^ ;0

= O
P (1).
This result is a Z-estimator version of Theorem 3.2.5 in Van der Vaart and Wellner (1996). Note that
given the consistency assumption, the conditions required for obtaining the rate of convergence are
weaker. For a typical two sided derivative  = 3 (namely  1 = 2, noting that the  now corresponds
to the objective function instead of the rst derivative), in this case for a regular parametric model
where  = 1, the condition
p
n2 ! 0 is needed to obtain the usual asymptotic distribution without
bias. This allows for an  sequence that will deliver consistent asymptotic variance estimate which
does not achieve the optimal rate. This rate is compatible with
p
n ! 1, showing that it is
possible to allow a research to use the same step size sequence  in both obtaining the estimator and
in estimating the asymptotic variance consistently even without the minimal suciency conditions.
Now we can proceed with the analysis of the asymptotic distribution of the estimator that we obtain
by equating the numerical derivative to zero. This is assured by an additional assumption requiring12
the existence of two continuous derivatives of the population objective function. The following
theorem establishes the result.
THEOREM 5. Assume that the conditions of theorem 4 hold but with
p
n  = o(1), in ad-
dition, suppose assumption 6 holds, and the continuous Hessian matrix of g (), denoted H (), is
nonsingular and nite at 0. Furthermore,
p
n2  ! 1. Then
p
n1 

^    0

d  ! N

0;H (0)
 1 
H (0)
 1

:
The additional assumption
p
n2  ! 1 turns out stronger for smooth models than for nonsmooth
models. This is an artifact that we are relying on assumption 5 and the convergence rate result in
theorem 4 to obtain stochastic equicontinuity. When  = 1, the conditions are consistent as long as
  3, or as long as a two sided central derivative is used.
However, for smooth models when  = 1, we might be willing to impose stronger assumptions (e.g.
Lemma 3.2.19 in Van der Vaart and Wellner (1996)) to weaken this requirement. The next theorem
states such an alternative result.
THEOREM 6. Suppose the conditions of theorem 4 hold but with
p
n  = o(1) and the con-
tinuous Hessian matrix of g (), denoted H (), is nonsingular and nite at 0. Suppose fur-
ther that g (zi;) is mean square dierentiable in a neighborhood of 0: for measurable functions
D(;) : Z   ! Rp such that
E

g (z;1)   g (z;2)   (2   1)
0 D(z;1)
2
= o
 
k1   2k2
;
EkD(Z;1)k2 < 1 for all 1, and 2 2 N0. Dene q (zi;) = L
1;pg (zi;) D(z;); Assume that
sup
d(;0)=o(1);=o(1)
[Gq (zi;1)   Gq (zi;0)] = op (1);
and D(zi;) is Donsker in d(;0)  , then the conclusion of theorem 5 holds with rn = 1.
Note that we still require
p
n2 ! 0 to remove the asymptotic bias, and n ! 1 to eliminate the
variance in assumption 6, but we no longer require
p
n ! 1. The conditions of this theorem are
best understood in the context of a quantile regression estimator. Consider g (zi;) = jzi   j, and
p = 2, so that D(z;) = sgn(zi   ) and
q (zi;) =
(zi   )

1(jzi   j  ):
Then we can bound q (zi;1)   q (zi;0) by, depending on which of d(;0) and  is larger, the
product between 1
 max(jzi   j;jzi   0j) and the maximum of 1(jzi   j)  +1(jzi   0j  ), and
[1(     zi   + 0) + 1(0     zi  0 + 0)]. Since max(jzi   j;jzi   0j)   when q (zi;) 
q (zi;0) is nonzero, the last condition in theorem 6 is clearly satised by the euclidean property
of the indicator functions. Alternatively, the q (zi;) function in the last condition can also be
replaced directly by L
1;pg (zi;).13
4 The choice of the magnitude of the step size
Our asymptotic results are concerned with the optimal choice of the rate of the step size for numerical
dierentiation. An important practical question will be the choice of the magnitude of the step size
for a particular data sample. In the non-parametric estimation literature there are approaches to
the choice of the bandwidth for kernel smoothing. Survey of work on the choice of bandwidth for
density estimation can be found in Jones, Marron, and Sheather (1996) with related results for
non-parametric regression estimation and estimation of average derivatives in Hardle and Marron
(1985) and Hart, Marron, and Tsybakov (1992) among others.
To a large extent, we can obtain the results for the optimal choice of constants simpler than in
the case of non-parametric estimation because we will not be interested in the \uniform" step size.
Previously we considered the decomposition: L
n
1;p^ g

^ 

  G = ^ G1 + ^ G2 + G3 + G4, where
G1 =
h
L
n
1;p^ g

^ 

  L
n
1;pg

^ 
i
 

L
n
1;p^ g (0)   L
n
1;pg (0)

and
G2 = L
n
1;p^ g (0)   L
n
1;pg (0)
and
G3 = L
n
1;pg

^ 

  L
n
1;pg (0); G4 = L
n
1;pg (0)   G:
We proved that L
n
1;p^ g

^ 

  G = Op

^ G2 + G4

. We can now consider the problem of the optimal
constant choice. W consider the mean-squared error as the criterion for the choice of the step size,
i.e. the function of interest is
MSE() = EkL
n
1;p^ g

^ 

  Gk2;
which we approximate by the leading terms G2 and G4. We note that
L
n
1;pg() =
1

p X
k=1
akg ( + tk):
Assuming that function g() has at least p + 1 derivatives, we can evaluate the result of application
of the numerical derivative as
L
n
1;pg() = g0() + p
ng(p+1) ()
p X
k=1
ak t
p
k
(p + 1)!
+ o(p
n):14
Thus G4 = p
ng(p+1) ()
p P
k=1
ak t
p
k
(p+1)! + o(p
n). We can evaluate the variance of G2 as
Var(G2) = 1
nE

1
n
p P
k=1
ak (g ( + tkn; Zi)   g ( + tkn))
2
= 
 (2 2)
n n 1
"
p P
k=1
a2
kVar( 
n g ( + tkn; Zi)) +
p P
k;m=1
akamCov( 
n g ( + tkn; Zi); 
n g ( + tmn; Zi))
#
= 
 (2 2)
n n 1 Vg (n):
In case where  = 1, the variance of G2 will not aect the estimation. However, there will still be
the numerical error corresponding to the operating precision of computer operations. This error is
known and xed. We denote it [ g]. Then the total error can be evaluate as
MSE1 ()  2p
n
 
g(p+1) ()
p X
k=1
ak t
p
k
(p + 1)!
!2
+
[ g]
n
p X
k=1
ak:
In case where  < 1 the numerical error will be exceeded by the sampling error. As a result, we can
compute
MSE<1 ()  2p
n
 
g(p+1) ()
p X
k=1
ak t
p
k
(p + 1)!
!2
+  (2 2)
n n 1 Vg (n):
Then we can choose n = C
nr, where r is the optimal rate for n if  < 1 and r = 0 otherwise. The
problem is to choose C. In most applications, however, the derivative g(p+1) is unknonw. One simple
way of choosing C is the analog of biased cross-validation. We can choose a simple rst-order formula
for g(p+1) and pick a preliminary (over-smootheed) step size 
n =
(p+1)Var(;Zi)
n1=2(p+1) then evaluate
\ g(p+1) () =
1

n
[p=2] X
k=0
g

 + ( 1)
k 
n

:
Plugging this expression into the expression for the mean-squared error, we can obtain the optimal
step sizes. Then for  = 1 we nd that
C =
0
B B
B
@
p! (p + 1)! [ g]
p P
k=1
ak

\ g(p+1) ()
p P
k=1
ak t
p
k
2
1
C C
C
A
1=(2p+1)
:
For  < 1 we nd
C =
0
B B
B
@
(2   2)p!(p + 1)!Vg (
n )

\ g(p+1) ()
p P
k=1
ak t
p
k
2
1
C C
C
A
1=(2p+2 2)
:15
Note that if the function g() is intensive to compute, the choice of these constants allows one to
use a relatively small subsample to calibrate the step sizes. Then one can use these constants to
initialize the step sizes on a large scale using the entire sample.
In case where one can compute the function in a relatively straigntforward way, calibration of
the constants of interest can be performed by minimizing the approximate expression for the mean-
squared error with respect to C, taking into account that the step size will enter both in the expression
for the derivative g(p+1) and Vg (n). This approach is equivalent to the solve-the-equation plug-in
approach in the bandwidth selection literature.
5 Applications
5.1 Regular models with smooth moment functions
Previously we provided a set of general conditions for convergence rates of estimators constructed
using numerical derivatives. We have found out that the convergence rate will depend on the
smoothness of moment function and the properties of the empirical process associated with the
sample moment condition. In a wide variety of applied problems the moment function appears to be
smooth, but its derivative may not have a closed-form solution. As a result, one can use a numerical
derivative to approximate the true derivative.
We illustrate this result for the example of a discrete dynamic game model considered in Bajari,
Chernozhukov, Hong, and Nekipelov (2009). In Bajari, Chernozhukov, Hong, and Nekipelov (2009)
the authors consider a dynamic game of incomplete information with Markov state transition and
they aim at estimating parameters (; log  V ), where  is the nite-dimensional parameter of the
per-period payo function,  and V are unknown functions of the probability of action and the
value function. For this example one can use the product metric with the Euclidean metric for
the nite-dimensional parameter and the strong metric for the innite-dimensional parameter. The
moment condition expressing the relationship between the choice-specic value of player i and her
per-period payo:
E

d
k;i
t
 
Vi (0;st)    Vi (0;st+1) +  log i
 
0;
 st+1

 d
k;i
t

1   d
0;i
t
"
i (ai = k;a i;st; ) + log
i

0;

st

i

k;

st

# 
 
st

= 0;
E
h
d
i;k
t   exp
 
log i
 
k;
 st
  st
i
= 0;
where i = 1;:::;N, d
i;k
t is the indicator of choice of action k by player i in the period t, Vi() is the
choice-specic value function, i
 
k;
 st

is the probability of choosing action k, and i (ai = k;a i;st; )
is the per-period payo to choosing action k. The discoune-factor  is assumed to be known, while
the parameter vector  needs to be estimated. Note that this system can be decomposed into three
sub-systems. The rst one, identies the choice probabilities i() from the conditional expecta-16
tion of d
i;k
t . The second one identies the choice-specic value from choosing action 0 given the
estimated i(). The nal system identies the payo function given the estimated values from
action 0 and the choice probabilities. Parameters of the model can be summarized by (; h) where
h = (log ; V ). Note that the system of conditional moments above is non-linear in parameters: it
contains a non-linear conditional expectation operator E

Vi (0;st+1)
 st

and E

i (kjst+1)
 st

.
Due to this non-linearity the variances of the estimates of these functions cannot be expressed in
the closed form and one can attempt to use numerical dierentiation to evaluate them. To make
the notation uniform, we introduce the moment vectors with elements
1
i;k (;h; st;st+1) = d
k;i
t
 
Vi (0;st)    Vi (0;st+1) +  log i
 
0;

st+1

 d
k;i
t

1   d
0;i
t

"
i (ai = k;a i;st; ) + log
i

0;
 st

i

k;

st

#
and
2
i;k (;h; st;st+1) = d
i;k
t   i
 
k;

st

:
In the context of estimation we consider a vector of instruments zt which over-identify the system
of moments. We begin with analyzing the case where the system is estimated via a GMM-based
procedure with empirical moments. To do so consider basis fqm()g
1
k=0 which is complete in the
eigenspace of the conditional expectation operator. Then we represent b Vi(0;) =
p1(T) P
s=0
b
i;s
1 qs() and
b i(kj) =
p2(T) P
s=0
b
i;k;s
2 qs() for suitable trucation sequences p1(T) and p2(T). Then consider the
moment vector
b m(;b) =
1
T
T X
t=1
b T (;h; st;st+1) 
 zt;
where
b T (;h; st;st+1) = 

; b10 q(p1(T)); b20 q(p2(T)); st;st+1

:
We assume that we have consistent rst-stage estimates of  and b. These estimates can be obtained
by using components of the entire system. In particular, we can use the identied components of
the system to form the rst-stage estimates as
b i
 
k

st

=
 
1
T
T X
t=1
q(p1(T)) q(p1(T))0
! 1
1
T
T X
t=1
q(p1(T)) d
i;k
t ;
while b Vi() can be obtained by solving the functional equation given the estimated i (0jst)
Vi (0;s) =  E

Vi (0;st+1)   log i
 
0
 st+1


 
st = s

:17
We can analyze the procedure where we apply numerical dierentiation procedure to compute the
directional derivative
@
@ h
m(;h)[]
in the direction . The direction will denote k + 2 components  = (V ;0;:::;k) for all estimated
functions. Consider application of the nite dierence operator L
p1;p2 such that
L
1;2m(; h) =
m(; h + )   m(; h   )
2
:
The numerical dierentiation operator is linear an is inter-changeable with the expectation operator.
Thus we can consider rst L
1;p  and then study the moment function.
We can verify that if the set of solution of the considered conditional moment equation is contained
in a compact set in the strong norm, then Assumption 5 is satised with  = 1. In fact, we
choose some  > 0 and then consider (1; log 1; V1) and (1; log 1; V1) such that d(;h) =
maxfk1   2k; kV1   V2k1; k1   2k1g while regularity conditions of Bajari, Chernozhukov,
Hong, and Nekipelov (2009) are satised. Then
sup
d(;h)<

 1
i;k (1;h; st;st+1)   1
i;k (2;h; st;st+1)

 
=


 d
k;i
t

1   d
0;i
t

i (ai = k;a i;st; 1) + d
k;i
t

1   d
0;i
t

i (ai = k;a i;st; 2)



 d
k;i
t

1   d
0;i
t

Lk1   2k  d
k;i
t

1   d
0;i
t

L ;
where L is the Lipschitz constant for the per period payo function. Similarly
sup
d(;h)<
 
1
i;k (;log ;V1; st;st+1)   1
i;k (;log ;V2; st;st+1)
 

= sup
d(;h)<

 d
k;i
t (V1i (0;st)    V1i (0;st+1)   V2i (0;st) +  V2i (0;st+1))

 
 d
k;i
t (1   )kV1i   V2ik1  d
k;i
t (1   ) :
We can also nd that
sup
d(;h)<

1
i;k (;log 1;V ; st;st+1)   1
i;k (;log 2;V ; st;st+1)

  2d
k;i
t

1   d
0;i
t

;
and
sup
d(;h)<

2
i;k (;log 1;V ; st;st+1)   2
i;k (;log 2;V ; st;st+1)

  2e:
This implies that
sup
d(;h)<
p
T kb m(1;h1)   E [b m(1;h1)]   b m(2;h2) + E [b m(2;h2)]k  C
1
p
T
T X
t=1
kzt   E [zt]k;18
where C = maxfL;(1   );2eg and we use the fact that d
k;i
t

1   d
0;i
t

 d
k;i
t  1. Thus, the
E
"
sup
d(;h)<
p
T kb m(1;h1)   E [b m(1;h1)]   b m(2;h2) + E [b m(2;h2)]k
#
 C Var(zt)
1=2 :
This proves that Assumption 5 is satised with  = 1. Bajari, Chernozhukov, Hong, and Nekipelov
(2009) also gives sucient conditions for asymptotic normality of the resulting moment function,
which will guarantee that Assumption 6 is satised. As a result, according to Theorem 2 we can
choose any sequence of steps for numerical dierentiation, approaching zero as T ! 1, such that the
resulting estimator for the derivative will have the mean-squared error of stochastic order Op
  1
T

.
For instance, given the direction of dierentiation with respect to the innite-dimensional parameter
w one can use for the rst component
L
1;p1
i;k (;h; st;st+1) = d
k;i
t
 
w
V;i (st)    w
V;i (st+1) +  w
0;i (st+1)

 d
k;i
t

1   d
0;i
t
h
w
0;i (st)   w
k;i (st)
i
:
The second component is non-linear in the innite-dimensional parameter:
L
1;p2
i;k (;h; st;st+1) =  i (kjst)w
k;i (st) + ~ kkp+1 
p+1
(p+1)!:
The rst expression for the directional derivative does not explicitly depend on the innite-dimensional
parameter. The second expression uses estimated action probability. This means that we can express
the corresponding components of the moment vector as
L
1;p b m1;i;k (;h) =   1
T
T P
t=1

d
k;i
t
 
wV;i(st)    w
V;i (st+1) +  w
0;i (st+1)

 d
k;i
t

1   d
0;i
t
h
w
0;i (st)   w
k;i (st)
i

 zt
Similarly
L
1;p b m2;i;k (;h) = 1
T
T P
t=1
i (kjst)w
k;i (st) 
 zt + T

p+1
(p+1)!:
5.2 Irregular models with continuous moment functions
5.3 Models with discontinuous moment functions
Our Theorem 2 is valid in the settings where the sample moment function is discontinuous. One vivid
example of consistency of the estimator dened by the numerical derivative is its application to the
maximum score estimator of Manski (1975) and Manski (1985). This estimator was re-considered in
Horowitz (1992), where it was shown that subsitution of the indicator function by kernel smoothers19
leads to a faster converging estimator once the rate at which the bandwidth parameter is approaching
zero is chosen correctly. Here we illustrate that one can use the numerical rst-order condition for
the original maximum score objective of Manski and for an appropriately chosen step size, such
estimator will have properties similar to those in Horowitz (1992).
Consider the population objective function of Manski's maximum score estimator
Q() = E

y  
1
2

1fx0 > 0g

with the sample analog
b Qn () =
1
n
n X
i=1

yi  
1
2

1fx0
i > 0g:
The sample objective is non-smooth in  which may complicate the search for the maximum of the
objective with respect to . We can apply the numerical gradient-based approach to construct a
more manageable estimation technique. We consider the stituation where the moment function
g (y;x;) =

y  
1
2

1fx0 > 0g
has p continuous mean-square derivatives.
Horowitz (1992) uses normalization where the coecient of the regressor that has a continuous
density is normalized to 1. In our case if there is only one regressor this implies x0 = x + . We
consider the use of the rst numerical derivative operator of order 2. Then from its linearity, it
follows that application of this operator leads to the system of the rst-order conditions
L
"n
1;2 b Qn () =
1
n
n X
i=1

yi  
1
2

1
"n
U

xi + 
"n

= 0;
where U() is a uniform kernel. Consider the use of the smoothed maximum score procedure applied
in the same case. Then the indicator is substituted by the cumulative kernel. For instance, one can
use cumulative uniform kernel:
K(z) = 1fz 2 [ 1;1]gz + 1fz > 1g:
For the bandwidth parameter hn we can write the objective function as
b Qs
n () =
1
n
n X
i=1

yi  
1
2

K

xi + 
hn

:
The corresponding rst-order condition for the uniform kernel is
@
@
b Qs
n () =
1
n
n X
i=1

yi  
1
2

1
hn
U

xi + 
hn

= 0:20
One can see that the equations corresponding to the numerical gradient and the smoothed maximum
score are identical if the step size for the numerical dierentiation "n = hn. As a result, we can apply
the result of Horowitz (1992) which implies that the estimator b  solving the rst-order condition
with the numerical gradient converges at the rate
p
"n n to a normal distribution.
In a more general case, there is a vector of non-costant regressors
 
x1;x2
, where x1 is a scalar
regressor with continuous density, and the single index has the form x1 + 1 + x202. Then, in
addition to the numerical derivative with respect to 1 which will have the same form as before. The
derivative with respect to components of 2 will lead to
L
"n;k
1;2 b Qn () =
1
n
n X
i=1

yi  
1
2

x2
ik
x2
ik"n
U

x1 + 1 + x202
x2
ik"n

= 0;
where x2
k is the k-th component of x2. Denote h2
ik = x2
ik"n. We can treat h2
k as stochastic bandwidth
sequence. Then
L
"n;k
1;2 b Qn () =
1
n
n X
i=1

yi  
1
2

x2
ik
h2
ik
U

x1 + 1 + x202
h2
ik

= 0:
Given that "n ! 0 at an appropriate rate, under regularity conditions in Horowitz (1992) we can
guarantee that h2
ik ! 0 a.s. The condition above will be numerically equivalent to the condition
in Horowitz (1992) if one substitutes the xed bandwidth sequence by a stochastic sequence in our
case. Let h2
k = E

h2
ik

. Noting that
1
n
n X
i=1

yi  
1
2

x2
ik
h2
ik
U

x1 + 1 + x202
h2
ik

=
1
n
n X
i=1

yi  
1
2

x2
ik
h2
k
U

x1 + 1 + x202
h2
k

+ n;
where n ! 0 a.s., we obtain equivalence of the smoothed maximum score objective and the
numerical rst-order condition.
6 Numerical dierentiation of problems dened by U-processes
In this section we consider application of the machinery connected with the use of numerical deriva-
tives for consistent estimation of asymptotic covariance matrices and M-estimators where the ob-
jective function is dened by a U-statistic. In this section we focus our analysis on the cases of the
second-order U-statistic. The class of estimators that we consider in this section includes the maxi-
mum rank correlation estimator of Sherman (1993). We consider the problem where the estimator
is dened from an i.i.d. sample fZign
i=1 by a symmetric function f(z;z;) as
^ g() =
1
N (N   1)
SN (f); (6.2)
where  is an element of the metric space (; d) and SN (f) =
P
i6=j
f (Zi;Zj;). In particular, if pa-
rameter  is Euclidean then one can use a standard Euclidean metric d(;0) =
 Pp
k=1 kk   0
kk21=2
.21
For convenice of notation, we will denote the expectation with respect to product measure on Z Z
by Ezz and the expectation with respect to the single measure by Ez. We introduce the population
value
g() = Ezzf (Zi;Zj;):
Before proceeding with our analysis we will decompose the objective function following Sering
(1980) as
^ g () = g () +
1
n
n X
i=1
(Zi;) + Sn (u);
where
(z;) = Ez f (Zi;z;) + Ez f (z;Zi;)   2g ();
and
u(z;z0;) = f (z;z0;)   Ez f (Zi;z;)   Ez f (z0;Zi;) + g ():
For convenience of further analysis we also introduce the function ^ () = 1
n
Pn
i=1 (Zi;) Using
this decomposition we will further establish the properties of the numerical derivatives of the ob-
jective functions in the problems dened by U-statistics. Then we consider Z-estimators dened by
numerical gradients of U-statistics.
6.1 Numerical derivatives: consistency and convergence rate
We start with developing an analog of the consistency theorem which we derived for the case of sam-
ple means for consistency of the derivatives of U-statistics. In particular, we consider approximating
@
mg(0)
@
m1
1 :::@
mk
k
via L"n
m;pb g

b 

. We assume that the population objective function satises Assumption
4. Note that the statistic of interest was decomposed into the sum of the sample mean (with the
corresponding empirical process
p
N (^ ()   g ())) and the U-process Sn (u). In Sherman (1993)
the main idea is that for Euclidean classes of functions with Lipschitz envelope the U-process com-
ponent of the decomposition will have stochastic order op
  1
N

. Here we extend this result to more
general classes of functions f(;;) which can include semiparametric and non-parametric cases.
We start with extending Assumption 5 to the case of U-processes.
ASSUMPTION 11. Dene U() = n
n(n 1)
P
1i6=jn
u(Zi;Zj;). There exists some  > 0, such
that for all  suciently small,
E sup
d(1;2)<;d(1;0)<;d(2;0)<
jU(1)   U(2)j . n ();
for functions n () such that  7! n ()=  is decreasing for some   > 0 and    1. Furthermore,
assumptions 5, 6 and 9 and 10 hold for the projection function g (Zi;) = Ezf (z;Zi;).22
We make this assumption by noting a similarity in the asymptotic results for U-processes to the
results for empirical processes noted in Nolan and Pollard (1987), Nolan and Pollard (1988) and
Arcones and Gine (1993). Assumption 11 maintains the spirit of assumption underlying Theorem 6
of Nolan and Pollard (1987). Nolan and Pollard (1987) and Nolan and Pollard (1988) consider the
concept of random covering numbers. In fact, we can dene the class of functions
F
 = ff (Zi;Zj;1)   f (Zi;Zj;2) : d(1;2) < ; d(1;0) < ; d(2;0) < g
with the envelope F
. Consider the empirical measure
Tn f =
X
i6=j;i6=j [N=2];i6=j+[N=2]
f (i;j):
Theorem 6 of Nolan and Pollard (1987) states that
E sup
F
kSN (f)k  C E [n + n J (n=n;Tn;F;F)];
where n =
 
Tn F21=2
and n = 1
4 sup
F
 
Tn f21=2
, and J() is a covering integral dened by the
random measure Tn. Application of the Jensen's inequality and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
allows one to evaluate the supremum of the empirical process as
E sup
F
p
NkSN (f)k  C
 
Ezz F21=2

1 +

E J (1;Tn;F;F)
2
1=2
:
According to Nolan and Pollard (1987) the covering integral J (1;Tn;F;F) can be bounded by a
sum covering integrals of classes of one-dimensional functions Ez f (;Zi;) which are nite for most
used classes of functions. As a result, the behavior of the supremum will be mainly associated with
the envelope function F.
We extend the assumption 6 to the case of the U-statistic part of the objective function. Note that
the corresponding U-statistic is degenerate. Then we can apply the analog of the Central Limiting
Theorem for U-processes in Arcones and Gine (1993). This allows us to formulate the following
assumption
ASSUMPTION 12. We can conne the asymptotic behavior of U for n ! 1 and n ! 0, for
each collection of (t1;:::;tk) as

U(0 + tjn)   U(0   tjn)

 
n
;j = 1;:::;k

d  ! Uf;
where distribution Uf is a mixture of chi-squared random variables as in Sering (1980) and indexed
by the kernel function f.
This assumption implies that the standard deviation of the symmetrized and de-meaned U-statistic
decreases at the rate n, as it should for a degenerate U-statistic by Sering (1980).23
The original objective function admits a decomposition
^ g ()   g () =
1
n
n X
i=1
(Zi;) + Sn (u):
Then noting that Ez (Zi;) = 0 by construction, we can consider the empirical process G0() =
1 p
n
n P
i=1
(Zi;). The following theorem establishes the general consistency result for the numerical
derivatives of problems dened by U-processes.
THEOREM 7. Under assumptions 4 and 11 as well as 5 and 6 satised for the function
(Ez f (z;Zi;)   Ezz f (Zj;Zi;)) with    , if ^    0 = Op (n ) for  > 0, then L
m;p^ g

^ 

p
 !
@
m g(0)
@
m1
1 :::@
mk
k
, if n2 2
n ! 1 with    2   1 or n1  
n ! 1 with    2   1.
if  or   < 1, provided that   1
1 +2 and
p
n   ! 1, the best rate of convergence between
L
1;p^ g

^ 

and G is achieved when n = O
 
n 1=(1 +2)
in which case
jjL
1;p^ g

^ 

  Gjj2 = O

n
  2
1 +2

:
In case where
p
n   ! 0 provided that   1
1  + then the optimal rate for  is n = O
 
n 1=(1  +)
with the mean-squared error
jjL
1;p^ g

^ 

  Gjj2 = O

n
  2
1  +

:
PROOF: We can analyze the empirical process G0() using the same tools that we used for the case
of numerical derivatives of the standard empirical processes. As before we can analyze the dierence
Gt
m  G0

^  + tn

  G0

^    tn

  G0 (0 + tn) + G0 (0   tn):
As a consequence, assumption 5 applied to (Zi;) implies immediately that the \stochastic resid-
ual" term corresponding to the empirical process part of the decomposition of statistic SN(f) is
G0
1 = Op

1
p
nn
min

j^    0j;n

;
where m is the order of the numerical derivative taken. We can provide a similar evaluation for the
U-process part, which leads to the stochastic order
U1 = Op

1
nn
min

j^    0j;n
 
:
The variance components can be evaluated from our analogs of the CLT. In particular, from As-
sumption 12 it follows that U2 = Op

1
n
1  
n

. Similar to our previous analysis we can note that
G0
1 . Op (G0
2) and similarly U1 . Op (U2). Hence
L
m;p^ g

^ 

  G = Op (G0
2 + G0
4 + U2 + U4) = Op


n +
1
p
n
1 
n
+
1
n
1  
n

:24
If the second and the third term approach zero, it is sucient that n2 2
n ! 1 and n1  
n ! 1.
This can be equivalently stated as n2 2
n ! 1 with    2   1 or n1  
n ! 1 with    2   1.
Optimality of the step size choices can be considered analogously to the case of the empirical pro-
cesses. In particular, in case where the second term dominates the third the calculations will be
identical to the case of the empirical process. Domination of the second term will be assured by
the condition
p
n"   ! 1 which leads to
  
1 +2 > 1
2. The latter is consistent with the condition
2  < 2+ 1. When the third term dominates, calculations will be the same with the substitution
of the
p
n term by n term. Q.E.D.
This theorem allows us to construct consistent estimates for the Jacobi matrix and the Hessian of
in the problem dened by a U-statistic. Our conditions are more general than those provided in
Sherman (1993) and extend to much richer classes of functions. In particular, for the case of the
U-statistic dened by an indicator function in the maximum rank correlation estimator where the
distribution of covariates has a continuous density   = 1=2 while  = 1. As a result, the condition of
the theorem is satised and one can use the steps of the numerical dierentiation such that nn ! 0
as opposed to n
p
n ! 0. Moreover, one can use the same step size to compute both the numerical
gradient and the numeric Hessian.
6.2 Extremum estimation with U-statistics
We have developed techniques that allowed us to use numerical gradient-based optimization when
the objective functions can be modelled by empirical processes. The decomposition of the non-
degenerate U-process with a symmetric kernel into an empirical process and a degenerate U-process
allows us to directly apply the results that we obtained before to the case of the objective function
determined by a U-statistic.
Often times the objective function driven by U-statistics are non-dierentiable. A case in point is
the maximum rank correlation estimator of Sherman (1993). We can apply a general distribution
theory for U-processes developed in Nolan and Pollard (1987) and Nolan and Pollard (1988) to study
consistency and asymptotic distribution of Z-estimators dened as numerical gradients of empirical
rst-order conditions.
We assume that the problem is generally dened as an exremum estimation problem where we
need to nd a parameter 0 in a metric space (; d) with the metric d. The true parameter 0 is
assumed to uniquely maximize the population objective function Q() = EzzF (Zi;Zj;) dened
on a double sample. A consistent M-estimator ^  of 0 is dened as the maximizer of the double sum
^  = argmax2
1
n
Pn
i=1
Pn
j=1 f (Zi;Zj;). As in case of the estimators dened by sample means,
we consider application of the numerical derivative to give the empirical rst-order condition for the
objective function. This transforms the problem of nding the original M-estimator to a Z-estimator
which reduces to solving the moment equation corresponding to the established rst-order condition.
We consider the solution of the empirical rst-order condition ^  dened by jjL
n
1;p ^ Qn

^ 

jj = op

1 p
n

.25
In some cases where function is discontinuous, the value that sets the rst-order condition to zero
might not exist, so we propose to choose the point that will set the rst-order condition very close
to zero. In this section we will only consider the distribution results regarding the rst numerical
derivative.
6.3 Consistency
The structure of the consistency argument for the case dened by a U-statistic will be similar to that
in the case of the standard sample means. In particular, when the kernel function is \suciently"
smooth, the behavior of the objective function will be dominated by the empirical process component.
In that case the analysis from our previous discussion will be valid for the objective function dened
by the sample mean of Ez f (z;Zi;). We maintain Assumption 7 applied to the map D() =
@
@E [f (Zi;Zj;)]. We also keep Assumption 8 following Arcones and Gine (1993) where the authors
state that this, along with the niteness of the absolute moment of the U-statistic, consistute a
sucient measurability requirement. A deeper discussion of applicability of these conditions can be
found in Section 10 of Dudley (1999).
Next we impose the assumption on the kernel function allowing us to construct uniform bounds on
the kernel function and its marginal expectations as well as state the nite variance condition.
ASSUMPTION 13. Assume that Ez f (z;Zi;) satises 9 with parameter  . Moreover, the kernel
function itself admits a power envelope such that
sup
2;
(z;z0)2ZZ
jjf (z;z0; + )   f (z;z0;   )jj < C2  1; for  small enough:
We assume that the population objective function Ezz f (Zi;Zj;) satises 4 uniformly in . Finally
for some suciently small  > 0
sup
2
E

f (Zi;Zj; + )   f (Zi;Zj;   )
 
2
< 1:
as we noted before, this assumption will only be relevant for the cases of substantially non-smooth
kernels. If the kernel is smooth, then we can use a weaker assumption which would compare the
modulus of continuity of the degenerate U-prccess dened by the symmetrized and de-meaned kernel
and the and the modulus of continuity of the empirical process dened by the marginal expectation
of the kernel with respect to the argument. Assumptions 13 remain relativey weak and are satised
for most \conventional" classes of functions such as H older-continuous functions and indicators.
Similarly to the case of the objective function dened by the mean, we need to make a uniform
assumption regarding the modulus of continuity of the associated U-process. As we have noted
above, this assumption can also be formulated on a more primitive level by stating precise conditions
on the envelope function and the random covering integral.26
ASSUMPTION 14. Function Ez f (z;Zi;) satises Assumption 10. Moreover, for symmetrized
kernel u(;;) and all suciently small ,
E sup
d(1;2)<;12;22
jU(1)   U(2)j . n ();
for functions n () such that  7! n ()=  is decreasing for some    1.
This assumption states a similar restriction on the U-process part of the decomposition of the objec-
tive function. For a xed , combined assumptions 14 and 10 imply that E sup
d(1;2)<;12;22
p
nk b Q(1) 
b Q(1)k   + 
 
p
n.
THEOREM 8. Under assumptions 7, 8, 9, 13 and 14, as long as  ! 0, n
2 2
log n ! 1 and
n2 2  logn ! 1, and
p
n 2  ! 1, and n1 610 8  2 ! 0,
sup
2
jjL
1;p ^ Q()   G()jj = op (1):
Consequently, ^ 
p
 ! 0 if jjL
1;p ^ Q

^ 

jj = op (1) and if G() = 0 uniquely at  = 0.
Proof. In this proof we use the results established in Theorem 3 and borrow a part of its proof. We
use the decomposition of the objective function into an empirical process and a degenerate U-process
and denote
b Q() = b Qe () + b Qu () = Q() +
1
n
n X
i=1
(Zi;) +
1
n(n   1)
X
i6=j
u(Zi;Zj;):
According to assumptions 9 and 13, sup2 jjEL
1;p ^ Q()   G()jj = O(). Consider a similar
partition of the parameter space where j = 1;:::;J grids of interval lengths  are chosen such that
 = o() but that it still satises n=logn ! 1. Denote the center of the jth grid by j. Then we
can write, for any b and n =
q
log n
n2 2 ! 0,
P

sup
2
jL
1;p ^ Q()   EL
1;p ^ Q()j > bn

<
J X
j=1
P

jL
1;p ^ Q(j)   EL
1;p ^ Q(j)j >
bn
2

+ P
 
sup
j=1;:::;J
sup
j jj
jL
1;p ^ Q()   EL
1;p ^ Q()  

L
1;p ^ Q(j)   EL
1;p ^ Q(j)

j >
bn
2
!
The expression in the supremum can be represented as
P
t (Gn
t + Un
t ) where
Gt
n 
1
p
n
(G0 ( + t)   G0 (   t)   G0 (j + t) + G0 (j   t));
and
Ut
n 
1
n
(U( + t)   U(   t)   U(j + t) + U(j   t)):27
Then, using the fact that
sup
j=1;:::;J
sup
j jj
j
X
t
(Gn
t + Un
t )j 
X
t
 
sup
j=1;:::;J
sup
j jj
jGn
t j + sup
j=1;:::;J
sup
j jj
jUn
t j
!
we can apply the Markov inequality, leading to
P
 
sup
j=1;:::;J
sup
j jj
jL
1;p ^ Q()   EL
1;p ^ Q()  

L
1;p ^ Q(j)   EL
1;p ^ Q(j)

j >
bn
2
!

O(minf;g)
bn
p
n
+
O
 
minf;g 
bnn
 O

 
bn
p
n
 1

 +
 
p
n

= o(1):
The last term follows from the assumptions that n2 2  logn ! 1.
To handle the rst component, we note that
P

jL
1;p ^ Q(j)   EL
1;p ^ Q(j)j >
bn
2

 P

jL
1;p ^ Q1 (j)   EL
1;p ^ Q1 (j)j >
bn
2

+ P

jL
1;p ^ Q2 (j)   EL
1;p ^ Q2 (j)j >
bn
2

:
Then the rst component of this decomposition will admit application of the Bernstein inequality.
This will imply that
J X
j=1
P

jL
1;p ^ Q1 (j)   EL
1;p ^ Q1 (j)j >
bn
2

 CJ exp
 
 
n(bn=4)
2
2C2 2 + 2 2 2
3 (bn=4)
!
:
For the second component of the decomposition, we note that it is represented by a degenerate
U-statistic and, therefore EL
1;p ^ Q2 (j) = 0. Then L
1;p ^ Q2 (j) can be represented by a degenerate
U-statistic with kernel h formed by a linear combination of elements
h(z; z0 ; j) =
1

(u(z;z0;j + t)   u(z;z0;j   t))
According to Bickel and Ritov (2001) for a degenerate U-statistic with kernel h for t > 0, 0 <  <
 1, dn and  such that 2 =  exp() and 
p
n

khk1
khk + 
 1
> dn > 0 we can bound
P (Sn (h) > t)  exp
 
 
 exp( )
khk
nt +
1
2
2 +
1
2
C1nexp

 
1
4
(1   )d2
n

+ n 1=2

2 (1 + e)
2
p
n
+ dn
3!
+ 3nexp

 
1
4
(1   )d2
n

;
where khk1 =
P
z;z0
jh(z;z0)j, khk = ess sup
z2Z
jEzh(z;Zi)
2 j1=2, and C1 =  exp( )
khk1
khk + 2.
We can evaluate the norms of the kernel of the U-process Un
t in the following way. First, we can28
bound the innity norm using assumption 13:
kh(z;z0;j)k1  1
kf (z;z0;j + t)   f (z;z0;j   t)k
+2
kEzf (z;Zi;j + t)   Ezf (z;Zi;j   t)k + 1
kEzzf (Zk;Zi;j + t)   Ezf (Zk;Zi;j   t)k
 C12  2:
Here we used the fact that kg ( + t) g (   t)k  C2. Then to evaluate the norm khk we note
that
O
 
2  2
 sup
z2Z
Ez
h
h(z;Zi;j)
2
i1=2
 kEzh(z;Zi;j)k1 = O
 
2 2
;
where we used a standard relationship between L1 and L2 norms. Then we can evaluate the order
of the ratio of the norms as
khk1
khk
= O
 
2  2 + 4 2 + 1

= O
 
2  2
:
We consider the case where   1 and    . Then as n ! 1 the ratio
khk1
khk = O(2  2). As
a result, we note that 
p
n

khk1
khk + 
 1
= O
 p
n2 2 
. As long as
p
n2 2  = n for some
 > 0, which is implied by the condition that
p
n 2  ! 1 at polynomial rate, there exists some
0 <  <  such that we can choose dn = O
 
n1=2 2 2 
. This choice will assure that, rst,
nexp

 
1
4
(1   )d2
n

= n exp
 
 Cn1 24 4 
= o(1):
Second
n 1=2

2 (1 + e)
2
p
n
+ dn
3
= O

1
n2 + n1 36 6 

:
As a result, we can evaluate the probability of interest as, for C0 =  exp( ) 1
2:
J X
j=1
P

jL
1;p ^ Q2 (j)   EL
1;p ^ Q2 (j)j >
bn
2

C1J exp
 
 C0n2 2 bn + n1 36 6  + o(1)

+ C2J n exp
 
 C00n2 2
:
Consider the second term, taking into account that J  n
0
for some 0 > 0, we note that
J n exp
 
 C00n1 2
= o(1). Regarding the rst term, under the condition that
n1 610 8  2 ! 0;
we have
n1 36 6  . n2 2 bn =
q
(logn)n2+2 4 :29
Hence as long as (logn)n2+2 4  = n
00
form some 
00
> 0, the rst term will also decrease to 0.
Note that this condition will be satised when
p
n 2  ! 1 at polynomial rate.
Combining, two inequalities, we can nd
J X
j=1
P

jL
1;p ^ Q(j)   EL
1;p ^ Q(j)j >
bn
2

 CJ exp
 
 
n(bn=4)
2
2C2 2 + 2 2 2
3 (bn=4)
!
+ o(1):
Because bn ! 0, 2 2 2
3 (bn=4) = o
 
2 2
: Hence we can further bound the above probability by,
noting that J  n for some positive constant ,
J exp
 
 
n(bn=4)
2
2C2 2
!
= exp( (C   )logn)
!1  ! 0:
The same argument will be applied to the second term.
6.4 Rate of Convergence and Asymptotic Distribution
Next, we establish the rate of convergence and the asymptotic distribution of the numerical derivative
based M-estimator. We provide the following general result.
THEOREM 9. Suppose ^ 
p
 ! 0 and L
1;p ^ Q

^ 

= op

1 p
n1 

. Under assumption 5, if
n2 2=logn ! 1
and
p
n + = O(1) and 1 p
n"  
n = O(1), then
p
n1 d

^ ;0

= O
P (1).
If
p
n"  
n ! 0, then n1  d

^ ;0

= O
P (1).
Proof. We begin by noting that, according to Arcones and Gine (1993) Assumption 8 remains a
valid measurability condition even in case of U-processes. In fact, by Kosorok (2003) Assumption
8 implies that kernel functions are almost measurable Suslin. This is a sucient measurability
requirement by Arcones and Gine (1993) and Dudley (1999).
Our derivation of the convergence rate follows Nolan and Pollard (1987), which uses a similar tool
to the proof of Theorem 3.2.5 of Van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) for empirical processes.
Denote the rate of convergence for the estimator b  by n. Then we can partition the paramters
space into sets Sj;n =

 : 2j 1 < n d(;0) < 2j	
. Then we evaluate the probability of a large
deviation nd

b ;0

> 2M for some integer M, where n =
p
n1 
n . We know that the estimator
solves
p
nrnL
"n
1;pQn

b 

= op (1):30
If nd

^ ;0

is larger than 2M for a given M, then over the  in one of the shells Sj;n,
p
nrnL
"n
1;pQn ()
achieves a distance as close as desired to zero. We can further follow the argument of the proof of
Theorem 4 Hence, for every  > 0,
P

n d

b ;0

> 2M


X
jM
2j<n
P
 
sup
2Sj;n
 
 
 L
"n
1;pQn ()
 
  op

1
p
nrn
!
+ P

2d

b ;0

 

Given that the population objective function achieves its maximum at 0 and it is dierentiable then
for every  in a neighborhood of 0, Q()   Q(0) .  d2 (;0). Then we evaluate the population
objective, using the fact that it has p mean-square derivatives and the Taylor residual has order "
n:

L
"n
1;pQ()

  C d(;0) + C0" 1
n :
We can also note that

L
"n
1;pQ()   L
"n
1;pQn ()

 

L
"n
1;pQ()

  

L
"n
1;pQn ()

  C d(;0) + C0" 1
n + op

1
p
nrn

:
This means that
P
 
sup
2Sj;n
 
 
 L
"n
1;pQn ()
 
  op

1 p
nrn
!
 P
 
rn sup
2Sj;n
p
n

L
"n
1;pQ()   L
"n
1;pQn ()

  C1 rn
p
n2
j 1
n + C2rn
p
n" 1
n + o(1)
!

E
"
rn sup
2Sj;n
p
n
 L
"n
1;pQ()   L
"n
1;pQn ()
 
#
C1 rn
p
n2j 1
n + C2rn
p
n"
 1
n + o(1)
Decomposing the objective function into an empirical process G0 and a degenerate U-process U we
can evaluate the expectation as
P
 
sup
2Sj;n
 
 

L
"n
1;pQn ()


  op

1 p
nrn

!

rn" 1
n + rnn 1=2"  1
n
C1 rn
p
n2j 1
n + C2rn
p
n"
 1
n + o(1)
If  = 1 and
p
n"1  
n ! 1, then the choice rn = 1 and n =
p
n will stabilize the probability of
interest as long as
p
n" 1
n ! 0. On the other hand, if
p
n"  
n ! 0 with   < 1, then the choice
rn =
"
  1
n p
n and n = "  1
n will stabilize the expression for the probability.
Now we can proceed with the analysis of the asymptotic distribution of the estimator that we obtain
by equating the numerical derivative to zero. This is assured by an additional assumption requiring
the existence of two continuous derivatives of the population objective function. The following
theorem establishes the result.31
THEOREM 10. Assume that the conditions of theorem 4 hold but with
p
n  = o(1), in ad-
dition, suppose assumption 6 holds, and the continuous Hessian matrix of Q(), denoted H (), is
nonsingular and nite at 0. If
p
n"  
n ! 1 and
p
n2  ! 1, then
p
n1 

^    0

d  ! N

0;H (0)
 1 
H (0)
 1

:
If
p
n"  
n ! 0 with   < 1, and n2   ! 1, then
n1  

^    0

d  ! H (0)
 1 Uf;
where Uf is a mixture of chi-squared random variables.
Proof. Similarly to the proof of the theorem for empirical processes we will focus on demonstrating
that
p
nrn

L
1;p^ g

^ 

  L
1;p^ g (0)   G

^ 

+ G(0)

= op (1):
Repeating the steps of the normality proof for the empirical processes, we note that this is equivalent
to
p
nrn

L
1;p^ g

^ 

  L
1;p^ g (0)   EL
1;p^ g

^ 

+ EL
1;p^ g (0)

= op (1):
For the estimator ^  converging at rate n we can nd that the supremum of the left-hand side
expression with d

^ ;0

. O
 
 1
n

can be evaluated as rn


minf 1
n ;g + 1 p
n minf 1
n ;g 

. As
a result, when
p
n"  
n ! 1 and
p
n"2 
n ! 0, then rn = "1 
n and the term above is evaluated in
the same way as in case of the empirical process. In case where
p
n"  
n ! 0, we have rn = "  1
n .
Then recalling that ^  is dened by
p
nrn(L
1;p^ g

^ 

= op (1) and using the taylor expansion of the
population objective Q():
p
nrn
 
L
1;p^ g (0)   EL
1;p^ g (0)

+ H (0)
p
nrn

^    0

= op (1):
Then the rst term will have asymptotic normal distribution if
p
n"  
n ! 1, while if
p
n"  
n ! 0
it will converge to a mixture of chi-squared random variables.
7 Monte-carlo evidence
To illustrate our results regarding the properties of numerical derivatives we design the following
Monte-Carlo study We analyze a class of estimators that are obtained as minimizers of the sample
objective
b Qn () =
1
n
n X
i=1
jxi   j:32
The corresponding population analog is
Q() = E [jxi   j]:
We assume that xi are i.i.d. random variables generated from the standard normal distribution.
The estimator can be obtained as a solution to the rst-order condition
c Mn

b 

=
1
n
n X
i=1

1
n
xi  b 
o
 
1
2

jxi   j 1 = 0:
The solution will be well-dened for   1. Specically, for  = 1 we obtain a standard LAD
estimator. We are interested in the statistical properties of the numerical derivative of c Mn

b 

corresponding to the Hessian of the original objective function. In this problem we can evaluate
the Hessian precisely, given that xi is distributed normally. We can write the population analog of
c Mn() as an integral over normal density as
M () =
1
2
+1 Z

(x   )
 1 (x)dx +
1
2
 Z
 1
(   x)
 1 (x)dx:
For   1 M() is strictly monotone increasing. Moreover, M(0) = 0. Therefore, the population
rst-order condition has a unique solution 0 = 0. We evaluate the population Hessian at this
solution. Then the Hessian of the original objective function corresponds to
D(0) =  1f = 1g(0)  
   1
4
p

2=2 

   1
2

:
In the sample we use a numerical dierentiation operator L"
1;p to compute the Hessian. We use three
numerical derivative structures constructing the rst, the second and the third-order formilas. We
use the step of numerical dierentiation "n which depends on the sample size. In particular, the
rst-order formula is
b D1

b 

= L
"n
1;1 =
c Mn

b  + "n

  c Mn

b 

"n
:
The second-order formula is
b D2

b 

= L
"n
1;2 =
c Mn

b  + "n

  c Mn

b    "n

2"n
;
and the third-order formula is
b D3

b 

= L
"n
1;3 =
 c Mn

b    2"n

+ 8c Mn

b    "n

  8c Mn

b  + "n

+ c Mn

b  + 2"n

12"n
:
We aim at demonstrating that the error in the evaluation of the derivative depends on three com-
ponents. First, the degree of smoothness of the objective function. Second, the order of the nu-
merical derivative. Third, the choice of step of numerical dierentiation. In our exercise we choose
 = 2:5; 1:5 and 1. We avoid the case  = 2 because both the second and the third-order formulas
provide precise solutions for the Hessian in this case. The algorithm for the study is the following.33
1. We generate 1000 Monte-Carlo samples with the number of observations from 500 to 4000.
2. For each sample s we nd the estimate b s by solving
c Mns

b s

= 0:
3. We choose sample-adaptive step of numerical dierentiation as " = C (ns)
q. We choose C = 2
and q from 0.2 to 2.
4. Then we evaluate the numerical Hessians b D1

b s

, b D2

b s

, and b D3

b s

.
5. The values of numerical Hessians are stored and then we compute the mean-squared error of
the evaluated Hessians across Monte-Carlo samples:
MSE

b Di

=
v u
u t 1
S
S X
s=1

b Di

b s

  D(0)
2
6. The results are reported by showing the dependence of MSE

b Di

from the sample size ns.
The results are demonstrated on the graphs below. We note that the case  = 2:5 provides the
most smooth objective. The increase in the rate q for the dierentiation step as well as the order of
numerical derivative leads to a decrease in the mean-squared error in evaluation of the derivative.
The case where  = 1 is the least smooth and the optimal rate for " is close to .2. The pictures also
demonstrate that an increase in the order of numerical dierentiation does not result in an increase
in the precision of the derivative evaluation. The case  = 1:5 is intermediate. While an increase
in the order of the numerical derivative leads to a decrease in the mean-squared error, the mean
squared error tends to decrease when q grows to .7 and then it starts to increase again.
8 Conclusion
A Proof of theorem 1
Proof. We need to verify that uniformly in z 2 Z, (; h()) 2   H and wj 2 Hn the numerical
derivative will be converging to the population derivative at (0; h0()). We begin with noting that
^ m

z; ^  + ej"n;^ h()

= ^ m

z; ^  + ej"n;^ h()

  m

z; ^  + ej"n;^ h()

 ^ m(z; 0;h0()) + ^ m(z; 0;h0())   m(z; 0;h0())
+m

z; ^  + ej"n;^ h()

  m

z; 0 + ej"n;^ h()

+m

z; 0 + ej"n;^ h()

  m(z; 0 + ej"n;h0())
+m(z; 0 + ej"n;h0())   m(z; 0;h0())34
Using the expansion representation above, we conclude that
^ m

z; ^  + ej"n;^ h()

L
2
= Op

n 1=k

+ 1

^    0

+ 1h[^ h   h0]
+

^    0
0
22

^    0

+ 2h2[^ h   h0]2 + 2h[^ h   h0]

^    0

+
j
1"n + 
jj
22"2
n + op

k^ h   h0k2
L2

+ op

k^    0k2

:
Using a similar technique we can represent
^ m

z; ^    ej"n;^ h()

L
2
= Op

n 1=k

+ 1

^    0

+ 1h[^ h   h0]
+

^    0
0
22

^    0

+ 2h2[^ h   h0]2 + 2h[^ h   h0]

^    0

 
j
1"n + 
jj
22"2
n + op
 
"2
n

:
As a result, we can evaluate
^ m

z; ^  + ej"n;^ h()

  ^ m

z; ^    ej"n;^ h()

2"n
L
2
= 
j
1 + Op

" 1
n

n 1=k + n 1=2 + n 1=k1

+op ("n):
Note that "n n1=maxfk;k1g ! 1 and "n ! 0 will assure uniform convergence of the moment function
to its derivative. Next, we provide the result for the uniform convergence of the directional derivative
with respect to the innite-dimensional parameter. Consider a particular direction wj (which in
practice will be an element of the sieve space containing the approximation ^ h()), then:
^ m

z; ^ ;^ h() + nwj()

= ^ m

z; ^ ;^ h() + nwj()

  m

z; ^ ;^ h() + nwj()

 ^ m(z; 0;h0()) + ^ m(z; 0;h0())   m(z; 0;h0())
+m

z; ^ ;^ h() + nwj()

  m

z; 0;^ h() + nwj()

+m

z; 0;^ h() + nwj()

  m(z; 0;h0() + nwj())
+m(z; 0;h0() + nwj())   m(z; 0;h0()):
Using the local L2-representation, we can approximate the expansion above as
^ m

z; ^ ;^ h() + nwj()

L
2
= Op

n 1=k

+ 1

^    0

+ 1h[^ h   h0]
+

^    0
0
22

^    0

+ 2h2[^ h   h0]2 + n2h2[^ h   h0; wj]
+2h[^ h   h0]

^    0

+ n2h[wj]

^    0

+n1h[wj] + 2
n2h2[wj]2 + op

k^ h   h0k2
L2

+ op

k^    0k2

:35
We can write a similar expression for ^ m

z; ^ ;^ h()   nwj()

. As a result, the symmetrized numer-
ical directional derivative will be approximated locally by
^ m

z; ^ ;^ h() + nwj()

  ^ m

z; ^ ;^ h()   nwj()

2n
L
2
= 1h[wj] + 2h2[^ h   h0; wj]
+2h[wj]

^    0

+ Op
 
 1
n
 
n 1=k + n 1=2 + n 1=k1
+ op (n):
Note that

 2h2[^ h   h0; wj]

 
L2 = Op
 
n 1=k1
. For k1 > 2 this term will dominate and determine
the lower bound on the sub-parametric convergence rate for the numerical derivative. The conditions
for n will be similar to the conditions for "n, that is n n1=maxfk;k1g ! 1 and n ! 0. Moreover,
it is clear that the convergence rate for n is slower than n 1=k1. This result assures that for z 2 Z,
(; h()) 2   H, and wj 2 W e Dwj(z)
p
 ! Dwj(z).
B Proof of theorem 2
Proof. We analyze in turn each of the four terms in the decomposition of
L
n
1;p^ g

^ 

  G = ^ G1 + ^ G2 + G3 + G4;
The mean bias term G4 can be easily shown to be of order O(v) when a p order derivative
operator L
1;p is used and assumption 4 is satised.
The random bias term Consider the behavior of the term G3 in the special case where function
g() is from Sobolev class p = 2 with a Lipschitz condition on the residual of the 2-nd order Taylor
expansion. Then
G3 =
g

^  + "

  g

^    "

2"
 
g (0 + ")   g (0   ")
2"
= g00 (0)

^    0

+ Op
 
"2
:
The latter statement comes from the idea that if a further expansion was possible, the corresponding
residual has the term 1
3g000 (0)

^    0
2
which does not depend on ". Similarly, for an arbitrary p
the use of the higher-order numarical derivative formula leads to the evaluation
G3 = Lp
"g

^ 

  Lp
"g (0) = g00 (0)

^    0

+ Op ("p);
where Lp
" is the numerical dierentiation operator of order p with the step size ". In general it
suces to state that G2 is of smaller order of magnitude than the other three terms.
The variance term. First we note that we can generally write
p
nG2 =
p
n
 
L
n
1;p^ g (0)   L
n
1;pg (0)

;36
as a linear combination of terms of the form of G(0 + tn) G(0   tn). Hence it follows immedi-
ately from assumption 6 that
p
n1 
n G2 converges to a limiting normal distribution. Consequently,
G2 = Op


1 
n p
n

. The convergence rate  is determined by the smoothness of the class of functions
that enter into the empirical sum to form ^ g.
Smooth functions of m(z;) corresponds to the case where  = 1. The indicator function corresponds
to the case where  = 1=2, where the variance term G2 is of order 1 p
n with a constant proportion
related to the density of the error term. The optimal  depends on balancing this variance term
with the bias term which depends on higher order derivatives of the density of the error term.
For  = 1, it is clear that a smaller  will only reduce bias without introducing additional leading
terms in the variance. Therefore the empirical researcher should want to use a step size that is very
small. However, this does not imply that the estimated derivatives will be increasingly more precise
when  ! 0. This is because when  falls below a certain threshold level, the leading term in the
variance, G2, which is of order Op

1 p
n

and which does not depend on , will dominate.
The residual term G1 is a linear combination of terms of the form of
Gt
1  G

^  + tn

  G

^    tn

  G(0 + tn) + G(0   tn):
We can consider G1 either as the combination of G

^  + tn

  G

^    tn

and G(0 + tn)  
G(0   tn), or as the combination of G

^  + tn

 G(0 + tn) and G

^    tn

 G(0   tn). As
a consequence, assumption 5 implies immediately that
G1 = Op

1
p
nn
min

j^    0j;n

:
Note that this stochastic order bound can not be improved without additional assumptions. In
particular, in the maximum score estimator and in example 3.2.13 of Van der Vaart and Wellner
(1996), this bound is in fact binding.
The rst conclusion of the theorem follows from noting that G1 . Op (G2). Hence
L
1;p^ g

^ 

  G = Op (G2 + G4) = Op

 +
1
p
n1 

:
Regarding the second conclusion, when   1
1 +2 and  = O

n
  1
1 +2

, j^    0j . Op (n). In
this case
G1 = Op

1
p
n
j^    0j

. Op (G2):
Hence L
1;p^ g

^ 

  G = Op (G2 + G4) and is minimized at the optimal choice of  = O

n
  1
1 +2

.
We can also derive the asymptotic distribution of L
1;p^ g

^ 

  G.37
C Proof of theorem 3
Proof. It suces to show the following uniform convergence rate under the stated assumptions:
sup
2
jjL
1;p ^ Q()   G()jj = Op
 
1
1 
r
logn
n
+ 
!
;
using an argument similar to nonparametric kernel estimation. First note that according to assump-
tion 9, sup2 jjEL
1;p ^ Q()   G()jj = O(). Hence it suces to show that
sup
2
jjL
1;p ^ Q()   EL
1;p ^ Q()jj = Op
 
1
1 
r
logn
n
!
:
For this purpose, partition the parameter space into j = 1;:::;J grids of interval lengths  such
that  = o() but that it still satises n=logn ! 1. Denote the center of the jth grid by j. Then
we can write, for any b and n =
q
log n
n2 2 ! 0,
P

sup
2
jL
1;p ^ Q()   EL
1;p ^ Q()j > bn

<
J X
j=1
P

jL
1;p ^ Q(j)   EL
1;p ^ Q(j)j >
bn
2

+ P
 
sup
j=1;:::;J
sup
j jj
jL
1;p ^ Q()   EL
1;p ^ Q()  

L
1;p ^ Q(j)   EL
1;p ^ Q(j)

j >
bn
2
!
The second term on the right hand size can be written as a linear combination of
Gt
n  sup
j=1;:::;J
sup
j jj
1
p
n
(G( + t)   G(   t)   G(j + t) + G(j   t))j
By assumption 10 through the Markov inequality,
P

Gt
n 
bn
C


O(min(;)
)
bn
p
n
. O


bn
p
n

= o(1):
Next the rst term is bounded by an (Bernstein) exponential inequality because of assumption 9:
J X
j=1
P

jL
1;p ^ Q(j)   EL
1;p ^ Q(j)j >
bn
2

 CJ exp
 
 
n(bn=4)
2
2C2 2 + 2 2 2
3 (bn=4)
!
Because bn ! 0, 2 2 2
3 (bn=4) = o
 
2 2
: Hence we can further bound the above probability by,
noting that J  n for some constant ,
J exp
 
 
n(bn=4)
2
2C2 2
!
= exp( (C   )logn)
!1  ! 0:
The remaing statements of the theorem are standard arguments.38
D Proof of theorem 4
Proof. We analyze the properties of classes of functions Gn = frnL
"n
1;p [g (xi;)]g; where rn = 1 
n .
The idea of the proof is the following. First, we choose the normalizing sequence such that it
ballances the variance and the bias associated with the numerical derivative. Second, we prove that
for the selected normalizing sequence we can provide the sequence of steps of numerical dierentiation
that will approximate the rst-order condition suciently well. Finally, the rate of convergence is
obtained by balancing the tradeo between the variance and the linear deviation between a given
parameter value and the true parameter.
Consider the class Gn =

rnL
"n
1;pg (xi;)
	
as a class of functions changing with n as in van der Vaart
and Wellner (1998) 2.11.3. Note that if  is a compact parameter space than the class Gn is almost
measurable Suslin. Each element of class Gn is a triangular array. By Assumption 8 the functions
in Gn are separable. Then we can use the result in Kosorok (2003) which will imply that these
functions are almost measurable Suslin.
The rate of convergence adapts the proof of Theorem 3.2.5 of Van der Vaart and Wellner (1996)
to our case. Denote the rate of convergence for the estimator b  by n. Then we can partition the
paramters space into sets Sj;n =

 : 2j 1 < n d(;0) < 2j	
. Then we evaluate the probability
of a large deviation nd

b ;0

> 2M for some integer M, where n =
p
n1 
n . We know that the
estimator solves
p
nrnL
"n
1;pQn

b 

= op (1):
If nd

^ ;0

is larger than 2M for a given M, then over the  in one of the shells Sj;n,
p
nrnL
"n
1;pQn ()
achieves a distance as close as desired to zero. Hence, for every  > 0,
P

n d

b ;0

> 2M


X
jM
2j<n
P
 
sup
2Sj;n
 
 

L
"n
1;pQn ()


  op

1
p
nrn
!
+ P

2d

b ;0

 

Note that mean square dierentiability implies that for every  in a neighborhood of 0, g ()  
g (0) .  d2 (;0). Then we evaluate the population objective, using the fact that it has p mean-
square derivatives:
 L
"n
1;pQ()
   C d(;0) + C0" 1
n ;
where 0 is the zero of the population rst-order condition and the approximated derivative has a
known order of approximation kL
"n
1;pQ(0)k = C0" 1
n for some constant C0. Substitution of this
expression into the argument of interest leads to

L
"n
1;pQ()   L
"n
1;pQn ()

 

L
"n
1;pQ()

  

L
"n
1;pQn ()

  C d(;0) + C0" 1
n + op

1
p
nrn

:
Then applying the Markov inequality to the re-centered process for  2 Sj;n
P
 
rn
p
n

L
"n
1;pQ()   L
"n
1;pQn ()

  C rn
p
nd(;0) + C0rn
p
n" 1
n + o(1)

 C0r 1=2
n n 1=2

2j
n
 1
:39
Then n =
p
n in the regular case and n = rn
p
n in cases where  6= 1.
Finally also note that the evaluation for the expectation holds for  = 0  tk"n, as shown above.
By Markov inequality according to Theorem 2.5.2 from van der Vaart and Wellner (1998) it follows
that the process rn
p
nL
"n
1;pQn (0) indexed by n is P-Donsker.
E Proof of theorem 5
Proof. The result will follow if we can demonstrate that
p
nrn

L
1;p^ g

^ 

  L
1;p^ g (0)   G

^ 

+ G(0)

= op (1): (E.3)
Because of the assumption that
p
n  ! 1, the bias is suciently small. Therefore this is
equivalent to showing that
p
nrn

L
1;p^ g

^ 

  L
1;p^ g (0)   EL
1;p^ g

^ 

+ EL
1;p^ g (0)

= op (1):
Because of the convergence rate established in theorem 4, this will implied by, with rn = 1 :
sup
d(;0).O

1 p
n1 

p
nrn
 
L
1;p^ g ()   L
1;p^ g (0)   EL
1;p^ g () + EL
1;p^ g (0)

= op (1):
The left hand side can be written as a linear combination of the empirical processes:
sup
d(;0).O

1 p
n1 

p
n
rn

[G( + t)   G(   t)   G(0 + t)   G(0   t)]:
Because of assumption 5, it is bounded stochastically by
Op
rn

min(d(;0);)


:
When
p
n2  ! 1, d(;0) . O

1 p
n1 

= o(). Hence the above display is op (1). Therefore
(E.3) holds.
Recall that ^  is dened by
p
nrn(L
1;p^ g

^ 

= op (1). Then (E.3) implies that, using a rst order
taylor expansion of G():
p
nrn
 
L
1;p^ g (0)   EL
1;p^ g (0)

+ H (0)
p
nrn

^    0

= op (1):
The statement of the theorem then follows from assumption 6.
F Proof of theorem 6
Proof. The Donker assumption on the mean square derivative requires that
sup
d(;0)=o(1)
Gn [D(zi;)   G()   D(zi;0)] = op (1):40
Under the small bias assumption
p
n 1 ! 0,
p
n
 
L
1;pg ()   G()

= o(1) uniformly in d(;0)
including at 0. Adding up the last condition in theorem 6 and the previous three equations we
arrive at
sup
d(;0)=o(1);=o(1)
p
n
 
L
1;p^ g ()   L
1;p^ g (0)   EL
1;p^ g () + EL
1;p^ g (0)

= op (1):
The rest of the proof is identical to the previous theorem.
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